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Modernity? Globalization????????????Modernity, Governance/ govermmen-
tality, State, City, Nation, Postcolonialism, Key ??th century social and cultural theorists/schools,
Religion, Globalization, Technological culture, Consumer culture, Sites of cultural innovation,
Culture industries, Disciplines ????????
????????Modernity??????Modernism, Modernization, Alternative moderni-
ties ?????????????????????????? Tradition, Postmodern ???
????????Globalization??????Global culture, Global cities, Global age ???
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Marketization, International law, International non-government organizations, Flows,
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? ??? ?
??????????????????????Bohemian, Counter cultures, Culture indus-
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???????Meta-concept?
Encyclopaedia (Mike Featherstone), Logics (Bryan Turner), Classification (Roy Boyne),
Enlightenment (Couze Venn)
??????????Meta-Institution?
Archive (M. Featherstone), Collection (C. Venn), Hospital (B. Turner), University (Andy
Wernick) 
??????????Meta-narratives?
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??Mike Featherstone, The New Encyclopaedia: Explorations in the Social and Cultural Sciences
? Discussion Paper and Proposal for a Project (Draft), January ??th, ????.
??Mike Featherstone, New Encyclopaedia of the Social and Cultural Sciences: Manifesto,
September   ??th, ????.
??Mike Featherstone, Theory, Culture & Society: The New Encyclopaedia of the Social and










h Manifest ???????????????Problematizing Global Knowledge: the New Encyclopaedia
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Featherstone ????????? Consumer Culture??????? The Problem of Classification
in an Expanding Field: Consumer Culture, Encyclopaedic Knowledge and Globalizing Modernities ?
????????????TCS?? Consumer Culture ???????????????????
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